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Joe Scarnici / Getty Green Bay Packers quarterback Aaron Rodgers is known for keeping quiet about his personal life. It includes her widely publicized relationship with actress Olivia Munn, which lasted from 2014 to April this year. But after months of silence, Rodgers has finally opened up about what
led to their split. No, it doesn't seem to have much to do with whether Munn influenced his game-day performance or not. (Looking for something to revive the spark in your relationship? Try the LELO Tiani 2 pair massager from the Men's Health store.) Rodgers became very real with ESPN's Mina Kimes
in a recent interview when she discussed everything from football to family and, yes, romantic relationships. He also highlighted how much media speculation affects his everyday life. How he checks you out: There are terrible media that ... You say something or you do something with a story, and they
just go with it and run with it, he said. Not surprisingly, his relationship with Munn was not immune to it. When you live a relationship in public, it's definitely ... It's hard, he said, it has some extra limitations because you have other opinions about your relationship, how it affects your work and just
inappropriate connections. Kimes inquired whether this was a direct reference to the criticism he received that Munn influenced his performance on the field. Rodgers confirmed it, adding: They're so misogynists, aren't they? In discussing why he wants to keep such a low profile on the field, Rodgers
mentioned this as potentially changing in the future. I have a desire to be myself and I don't have to feel like I have to be so private, she said. I think because I live in a fish stick, you either internalize everything or relax and leave life alone. We may see more Rodgers soon. After all, QB recently got
Instagram. This content is imported from Instagram. You may find the same content in another format, or you may find more information on their website. Here's some extra advice on your public image, Aaron: We think you should also seriously consider giving your new must-haves to your own account.
This content is created and maintained by a third party and will be imported to this page so that users can provide their email address. You may find more information about this and similar piano.io Green Bay Packers quarterback Aaron Rodgers is one of today's best. Cheeseheads know all about what
he does on the football field season after season. But over the years, her personal life has also been in the spotlight thanks to her popularity and romances with some high-profile women. Since 2018, she has been in a relationship with Danica Patrick and fans have so many questions that they don't seem
to be getting enough of the couple. Here you go. the burning question of what religion the NFL superstar is and what religion Patrick turned to. Aaron Rodgers | Rey Del Rio/Getty Images Which Rodgers religion was growing The athlete spoke on Patrick's Pretty Intense podcast in December 2019 and
opened up to his girlfriend and listeners as a child about his faith. Rodgers grew up to be a devout Christian. He announced that he accepted Christ at a very young age and had attended church with his family every Sunday, but at some point he began to question evangelism. The quarterback also spoke



on the subject with ESPN The Magazine in 2017. I think there really comes a time in people's lives that grew up in some kind of organized religion when you start questioning things more, Rodgers told the publication. He added: I remember asking someone in the distant rainforest when I was young
because I got the words: 'If you don't confess your sins, then to hell.' And I said, What about people who don't have the Bible readily available? What religion does he now identify with Rodgers has since embarked on his own spiritual journey and in 2018 embarked on a trip to India, where he met the Dalai
Lama. We talked about his vision of the world and his global message of kindness, acceptance and togetherness, Rodgers recalled. As for religion, an NFL player has, he told ESPN that he no longer sees himself as a Christian and has no particular religious a connection. What about Rodgers' woman?
What are Patrick's religious beliefs? What religion did Patrick turn to and why Danica Patrick | Slaven Vlasic/Getty Images Patrick has admitted that he was certainly not sure which religion his family belonged to when he grew up, because Sundays were more about competing for that religion. He once
told The New Yorker that he thought they may have been Lutheran, but he became interested in the subject in 2004. At the time, Patrick was dating Paul Hospenthal, who was Catholic and when they tied the knot in 2005, he decided to turn for her. However, their marriage did not last because they
divorced eight years later. Today, a former racing driver says he still believes in God, but doesn't officially identify with one particular religion. I'm not necessarily a religion, Patrick explained in an interview with podcaster Lewis Howes. I don't believe in all of them or any of them. There are good points in
all of them. I could go to any religious ceremony and say I learned something today, or I could abandon everything. Read more: Who has a higher net worth of Aaron Rodgers or Danica Patrick? Aaron Rodgers is a Super Bowl-winning quarterback and one of the best in the league, but he has previously
made headlines for things other than his game on the field. The athlete has also found his name in the news about his love life. Rodgers has been dating and reunited with actors, swimsuit model, co-athletes songbird for a few. Here's a look at the famous women she's been seen with over the years.
Olivia Munn Olivia Munn and Aaron Rodgers | Angela Weiss/AFP/Getty Images Rodgers' most famous relationship and breakup was with actress Olivia Munn. The duo began dating in 2014, but quit three years later. In an interview with ESPN in 2017, the signal caller talked about their past, referring to
Munn's reputation and the cameras that always follow them as the reason for the breakup. When you live a relationship in public, it's definitely ... It's hard, he said. It has some extra limitations because you have other opinions about your relationship, how it affects work and, you know, just inappropriate
connections. Next up: He came back with this football star. Marie Margolius A few months after the quarterback and Munn quit, reports surfaced that Rodgers returned with football player Marie Margolius. According to Page Six, the duo were spotted having dinner in a New York location called East Pole.
They arrived around 10 p.m appeared to be on a date, an insider told the publication. He wore a baseball cap and asked for the quietest and away table. His hat was tilted. It definitely felt like he wanted to be incognito. Sources also reported that the duo sat close to each other in a booth while eating
cheeseburgers and anglerfish, before leaving the restaurant together. Next up: She enjoyed herself with this country singer. Hillary Scott Hillary Scott | Timothy Hiatt/Getty Images for CBS Radio Long before Munn and Margolius, Rodgers was linked to Lady Antebellum singer Hillary Scott. In 2009,
rumours began circulating that the athlete and country songwriter were a thing. Then, in 2010, TMZ posted photos of them looking pretty comfortable being in a nightclub together in Las Vegas. While some publications called Scott Rodgers' girlfriend, the duo never confirmed or denied whether it was
actually true. Next up: She first dated this actress. Jessica Szohr Jessica Szohr | Jason Merritt/Getty Images Munn wasn't the only rodgers actress. She also had a brief relationship with Gossip Girl alum Jessica Szohr back in 2011, and in early 2014 the duo reportedly rekindled their romance. At the time,
an insider told Us Weekly: They got back together during the holidays. They spent New Year's Eve together with mutual friends. They broke up because her schedule was crazy for a while and they just couldn't stay together in that situation, but now they've been spending some free time together and
things feel good. They fell back into it. Things didn't last, however, because by May of that year, the quarterback started dating Munn. Later, Szohr got to know former New York Jets outfielder Scotty McKnight, a friend of Rodgers'. Next up: Him with this model. Kelly Rohrbach Kelly Rohrbach | Jason
Merritt/Getty Images In 2017, fresh from his divorce from Munn, Rodgers was seen outside and with about another actress. That time it was Kelly Rohrback, and the reports immediately marked them as an artifact. The Baywatch beauty and swimsuit model was on the same golf night as Rodgers and the
duo were photographed walking side by side on the course. However, they never confirmed whether there was something between them, so we may never know. Next up: He's been linked to this Olympics. Lindsey Vonn Lindsey Vonn | Alain Grosclaude/Agence Zoom/Getty Images Another woman
Rodgers has been reunited is skier Lindsey Vonn. The internet went wild when the Olympian commented on one of the NFL star's Instagram posts in July 2017, but Vonn herself saw the reports and came to say they were just friends. We're friends. I have friends just like everyone has friends, and I
comment on his Instagram, which is hard for him because he's short compared to Za Zaa [Pachulia of the Golden State Warriors], he explained. Next: He found love with this racing driver. Danica Patrick Danica Patrick and Aaron Rodgers | Jared C. Tilton/Getty Images Finally, the latest woman Rodgers
has a crush on is retired NASCAR star Danica Patrick. The pair initially tried to hide their relationship until January 2018, when Patrick admitted they were together. He later explained that they first started out as friends. We've been kind of friends all along, keeping in vague contact and seeing each other
at the ESPYs almost every year and in other places, he said So one thing led to another, and we realized how similar we were, and yes, it made the ball spin. Follow Michelle Kapusta on Twitter @philamichelle. Follow The Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Facebook!
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